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The Honorable Kobert B. Costello 
The Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Production and Logistics) 

Dear Dr. Costello: 

We havre completed our review of the Military Traffic Management Com- 
mand’s (,MTM~'s) Guaranteed Traffic (GT) program. Under the program, 
carriers are guaranteed a specific amount of freight in exchange for 
r-educed rates. Our objective was to determine whether savings could be 
achieved by expanding the program to include additional military 
shippers. 

Briefly. we found that MTMC'S GT program offers the opportunity for sig- 
nificant sai!ings. We also found that, while the program is expanding, 
there is potential for even further savvings. 

We compared highway (truck) shipment costs at five inst.allations that 
do not use GT with costs at three nearby Defense Logistics Agency (DW) 
depots that use CT. Our analyses showed that if these five installations 
negotiated rates comparable to those negotiated for the DLA depots, sav- 
ings on less-than-truckload shipments could range from 22.2 to 49.3 per- 
cent of current costs. Over a l-year period, savings for these five 
inst.allat,ions alone would total about $2.5 million. 

We belie\Te that the estimated savings at these installations indicate the 
potential for savings at other Department of Defense (DOD) shipping 
activities. W’e selected installations that met MThlC'S criteria for CT nego- 
tiations but were not using GT and that were near one of three DLA instal- 
lations that were using GT. We used the three DLA installations as a basis 
for computing estimated savings. 

hl'rhiC recognizes that expanding the GT program would provide opportu- 
nities for transportation savings. However, according to MTMC, the initia- 
tion of a request for GT is the responsibility of the shipper installation. 
Also, existing regulations do not address the policies and procedures for 
this program. While regulations do call for promotion of the program 
through brrIIc’s staff assistance visits, such promotion has been lacking. 
R;rrht(“s CT program officials told us that they were working on a draft 
regulation covering GT. which would be included in the next issue of the 
Defense Traffic Management Regulation. 
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MTMC officials stated that they need additional personnel to work on a 
backlog of new requests for GT. They also said that they need an opera- 
tions research analyst to identify installations where MTMC should be 
negotiating GT and cost and financial analysts to further strengthen the 
program. MTMC is in t.he process of obtaining personnel with these skills 
but may need even more staff in t,he future to negotiate new GT 
agreements. 

The individual services have not been consistent in implementing the G’I 
program. Although DW has directed that its defense depots use GT, all 
services except the Navy leave the decision to request GT negotiations up 
to the shipper installations. According to hrrn~c officials, the Navy does 
provide centralized direction to activities on the use of CT. 

We believe that MTMC has t.aken positive steps to strengthen its program 
by assigning new staff to provide program analysis leading to new cx 
opportunities. However, since additional resources may be needed to 
eliminate a backlog of new GT requests, we recommend that you direct 
hwh!c to evaluate its staffing requirements and the cost effectiveness of 
applying additional resources to the GT program. We also believe that 
the military services could do more to assist nrrnl<’ in promoting this pro- 
gram at the installation level. In March 1987, your office ad\:ised the 
services of MTMC'S need for their support in expanding the CT program to 
promote further transportation savings. We recommend that you follow 
up to ensure that the services have taken or are planning appropriate 
action to expand their use of the GT program. 

We would appreciate being advised of actions taken in response to our 
recommendations. 

Our findings are discussed more fully in appendix I. Our ot~jcct.ive~j, 
scope, and methodology are described in appendix II. 
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K’e are sending copies of this report to the Director, Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget, and to the Secretaries of the Army, the Navy, and the 
Air Force. Copies will also be made available to other interested parties. 

Sincerely yours, 

Henry W. Connor 
Senior Associate Director 
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Appendix I ___- _____.__ 
Savings Can Be Achieved by Expanding 
MTMC’s Guaranteed Traffic Program 

In fiscal year 1986. the Department of Defense (DOD) paid commercial 
carriers $659 million to make over 1.3 million Government Bill of Lading 
(cm) shipments within the continental Irnited Stat,es (CONIIS). The larg- 
est part of this amount-about $440 million-was paid to motor 
carriers. 

The Military Traffic Management Command’s (hlThlC’s) Guaranteed Traf- 
fic (,GT) program is used to select carriers to transport DOD shipments ( 1) 
between military installations or (2) between contractors’ facilities and 
military installations for a specific period of time (usually 6 months or 1 
year). The program was designed to award carriers with substantial 
\rolumes of freight in exchange for reduced shipping rates. Although W’ 
does not in\rolve a contractual relationship between the government and 
carriers, carriers selected for the program obtain the right to exclusively 
handle all traffic between two designated shipping points provided that 
they maint,ain responsible and responsi\:e service. 

The GT program, which began in July 1979, takes advantage of lower 
rates result,ing from t,he deregulation of t,he motor carrier industry. It is 
a primary source of reported cost avoidances for brrMC’s Inland Traffic- 
Management Program. The increasing use of C;T is reflected in the 
amounts of cost avoidance reported by MTK-about rf; 1.8 million in fis- 
cal year 1980, compared to $50.6 million in fiscal year 1986. Through 
the end of fiscal year 1986, hlTMC had made 673 (;I’ awards with an esti- 
mated cost. avoidance of $260.7 million. 

According to hITAlC, a shipper must request GT and must meet. at least one 
of the following conditions before a GT agreement can be considered. It. 
must 

l ship a large volume of freight (over one million pounds annually): 
. move freight directly from origin to destination; 
. ship special commodities that require specialized equiflment or services; 
. make recurring or repetitive shipments; 
. require special services in special situations, such as military exercises; 

or 
9 make round-trip shipments. 

DOI) shippers at military installations or contract admi,nistration activi- 
ties must submit \,olutne movement reports (:\%I&) to hl’rhlC’ headquarters 
when freight movements within CONI1s equal or exceed ( 1‘) 25 rail car- 
loads, (2) 25 truckloads, or (3) 500,000 pounds within a l-year period. 
\‘MI{s may also be submitted kvhen special seri’ices and equipment. are 
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Appendix I 
Savtnga CM Be Achieved by Expanding 
MTMC’s Guaranteed Traffic Program 
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required. MTMC evaluates the VMR to determine whether negotiations 
might result in lower freight charges. Based on its \'hlR evaluation, MThlC 
will either continue using current transportation rates or recommend 
negotiations for new rates. 

blThK provides prospective GT carriers with information on the antici- 
pated weight of traffic by state and weight category to assist carriers in 
establishing their rate bids. Carriers submit rates by state. hvhlc selects 
the low-cost carrier. The second lowest bidder becomes the alternate, 
providing services when the primary carrier cannot. Other carriers are 
used by MThlC only if the primary and alternate carriers cannot respond 
to movement requiremen&. 

According to MThlC, GT offers the follolving advantages. It 

reduces overall transportation costs; 
reduces administrative costs: 
allows the carrier to become more familiar with the installation’s opera- 
tions, resulting in better service for the shipper; 
simplifies procedures for claims of loss or damage; and 
stabilizes transportation costs as the rates are locked in. 

Pbtential for 
qdd t i ional 
Transportation 
Sbvings . 

. 

To determine the potential for additional transportation savings by 
expanding the GT program, we asked RlThlC to identify shippers that 
could use the GT program by screening its Freight Information System 
(FINS). h1TMc developed and used the following screening criteria: 

Annual truckload (TL) shipments for an installation must have a mini- 
mal weight of 1.5 million pounds to a single region, with 100.000 pounds 
or more to other regions and 50,000 pounds or more to a single b 

destination. 
Annual less-than-truckload (Lnj shipments must have totaled 400 or 
more shipments to a single region lvith at least 25 shipments to other 
regions and 12 or more shipments to the same destination. 

hlThlC screened all shipments paid between July 1985 and ,June 1986 and 
identified 60 DOD installations within CONlls with sufficient volumes to 
meet its GT criteria for I.TL, TL, or both. Forty-four installations had suffi- 
cient volumes of LTL shipments, and 34 installations had sufficient 
volumes of TL shipments to meet the criteria for GT for most regions. 
Thirty-six of the 44 installations meeting the LTL criteria were not using 
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Appendix I 
Navlngu Ckn Be Achieved by ExpandLng 
MTMC:‘s Gwu-anteed Traffic Program 

(;‘I’, and 12 of the 34 installations meeting the TL criteria were not using 
G’l’. 

From these 48 installations, we selected 5 that were located relatively 
close to Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) installations that. were using GT: 

New Cumberland and Letterkenny Army Depots (near Mechanicsburg. 
Pennsylvania); Hill Air Force Base and Tooele Army Depot (near Ogden, 
I rtah); and Sharpe Army Depot (near Tracy, California). Only New Cum- 
berland was using CT for TL shipments. In April 1987, New Cumberland 
began using ~1’ for LTI. shiptnents as well. 

LTIi Shipments All five installations have the potential to save on LTI. shipments by 
using ~1’. If the transportation rates negotiated for the nearby WA instal- 
lations had been negotiated for the five inst,allations not using W, WY! 
estimate that transportation costs would haire been reduced, as shown 
in table 1.1. 

Tablet 1.1: Eetlmated Reduction in 
Trandportation Coat5 of LTL Shipments 

I 

Figures In percent 

Installation/shipper 
Neti Cumberland 

Letterkenny 

Tooele 

Sharpe 

Hill 

Estimated 
reduction 

49 3 

40 5 

40 3 

22 2 
36.0 

Over the l-year period, the potential sa\,ings in LTI. trqnsportation costs 
would have amounted to about $2.5 million for the five installations. 
These savings were computed by comparing the actual transportation 

b 

costs to estimated GT transportation cost,s for each shipment. based on its 
weight and the appropriate GT U’ansportation rate for the destination 
state used by the nearby DIA depot. For example, the savings for Nem 
Cumbcrland were based on the Mechanicsburg r)l,-\ Depot’s CT rates in 
cffchct at the time the New Cumberland shipments were made. 

111 April 1987, New Cumberland began using GT for I:II. shipments. The 
I:I’I. rates negotiated by hf’l’hIC for New Cumberland alrcraged 2.5 percent 
Icss t ban the rates we used to estimate r.TI. sa\:ings for New Cumberland. 
‘t’hcrcforc~, New Cumberland may well achieve even greater salin@ b> 
(Ising (;-I’ for IXI. shipments t ban \ve estimated. After our fieldwork was 
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Appendix I 
Savings Can Bc Achieved by Expanding 
MTMC’s Guaranteed Tmf’flc Pm[pam 

completed, MTMC officials told us that they were negotiating LTL GT rates 
for Letterkenny Army Depot. 

TI+, Shipments We estimate that three installations-Tooele and Sharpe Army Depots 
and Hill Air Force Base-would realize savings of about $71,000 b) 
using GT for TL shipments. If they negotiated comparable rates to those 
negotiated for nearby DW installations, transportation costs would be 
reduced, as shown in table 1.2. 

Tab/lo 1.2: Estimated Reduction in 
Trshsportation Costa of TL Shlpments Flaures In Dercent 

1_ 

Installation/shiDDer 

Estimated 
reduction 

(increase) 
New Cumberland J 

Letterkenny (1 01 

Tooele 52 ---- 
Sharpe 57 

Hill 29.8 

“NEW ilumOerland mas using GT for 11s TL shipments 

Although Letterkenn),‘s ‘rL costs would have been about 1 percent 
higher using Mechanicsburg’s GT rates, recent LTL GT rates negotiated by 
New Cumberland were 25 percent lower than Mechanicsburg’s LTL rates. 
Therefore, negotiating TL CT rates for Letterkenny may still be benefi- 
cial, provided that similar reductions are available. 

Most TL shipments from Tooele involved large wheeled vehicles. Many 
are shipped on the same date to the same locations. Tooele officials 
stated that for these types of shipments they would have difficulty b 
using one carrier to a single destination since most carriers do not have 
sufficient equipment available on a given date. However, hlmc informed 
us that Tooele’s shipment patterns should not be a problem for CT. since 
alternate carriers could be used lvhen requirements are too great for an) 
one carrier. 

The fact that the installations not using CT employed many of the same 
carriers as the DLA installations and shipped more LTL tonnage to some of 
the same states than did the DLA installations certainly supports out 
contention that GT should be considered. 
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Appendix I 
Savings CM Be Achieved by Expanding 
M’I’Mc’s Gunranteed Tmfflc Program 

Other Advantages of None of the three DL.4 installations we visited had documented cost say- 

Using GT 
ings or other advantages of using GT. However, DW headquarters offi- 
cials estimate that they have saved $15 million on outbound shipments 
and $1 million on inbound shipments. The Defense Depot at Ogden esti- 
mated savings of about $2 million for 1985 and 1986, based on average 
costs per hundred pounds in 1984. However, the Chief of the Traffic 
Management Branch said that this amount, included savings from a pro- 
gram to consolidate LTL shipments into TL shipments, as well as from GT. 

The transportation officer at the Defense Depot at Tracy said that it 
saves administrative time because its staff no longer needs to search for 
the lowest cost carrier or to request standing route orders from XlThlC. 
Similarly, the transportation officer at the Ogden Defense Depot said 
that 3 days are saved by not having to contact MTMC for rating and rout- 
ing instructions. Also, prior to GT, Ogden had to deal with 37 carriers; 
now it deals with only 12. Ogden has been able to eliminate two of three 
freight technicians as a result of the GT program. 

GT provides a greater incentive for good performance because of the 
high volume of traffic awarded to a carrier. The primary carrier can be 
replaced by the first alternate if it does not perform satisfactorily. 

- To realize additional savings, hlThlC needs to better promote the program GT Program 
Mknagement Needs to 

among the military services and refine its FINS data base to identify indi- 
vidual shippers as CT candidates. hlThlC currently has a backlog of 

Be Strengthened requests for GT negotiations and recognizes the need to strengthen the 
program but claims that additional staff will be necessary to expand the 
program. Further, we believe that the military service headquarters 
could assist h!‘rrW by promoting this program with their installation b 

I 
shippers as DLA has done. 

Im 

t 

roved Promotion of the Generally. hlThlC regulations do not address the GT program. Defense 
GT Program by MTMC Traffic Management Regulation AR 55-355, dated July 3 1. 1986. covers 

Sh uld Increase the policies, procedures, and responsibilities for the performance of traf- 

Pa icipation 

f’ 

fit management functions at DOD act,ivities within CONIK This regulation 
states that bIThw will provide technical direction and supervision over all 
traffic management functions relating to DOD freight and passenger 
movements within ~0~11s. Chapter 12, Negot,iations. covers hlThlC'S 
responsibilities for negotiating rates and transportation officers’ respon- 
sibilities for furnishing hlThlC with shipment information for use in deter- 
mining whether negotiations with commercial carriers should be 
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Appmdix I 
Saving@ Can Be Achieved by Expanding 
lWTMC% tiuaranteed Traffic Program 

initiated. Transportation officers are to use \‘RIRS to pro\,ide this infor- 
mation to hlThK’. Although AR 553% provides the criteria for submit- 
t,ing a L’hlH, it does not InentiOn MThlC’S GT prOgran1. hlThlC’ Officiak ga\‘e 11s 
an outline of the program, which provides the description, history, and 
criteria for the program, but this information has not been provided to 
1)or~ shippers. ~Iowc~~er. MTMC officials said that installation transporta- 
tion officers should be aware of the program through annual workshops 
and that the next issue of the Defense Traffic Management Regulation 
would cover the C’I’ program. 

The only regulation we found that specifically, mentions the program is 
hfww Regulation 55-1, Chapter 7. Staff Assistance I’isit Program. The 
regulation states that an explanation of the GT concept and how it can 
assist installations in reducing transportation charges should be items 
for discussion during MThIC staff assistance visits. The latest Report of 
Staff \‘isit for Sharpe Army Depot, IVestern Area. dat.ed May 1983, indi- 
cated that Sharpe had reviewed the GT program but was not interested 
at that time. Sharpe did agree, however. to consider GT for shipments to 
several Army installations. None of the transportation officers at the 
Other itIStakG.iOtIS we visited that were not using GT could recall hlThlc 
personnel discussing CT’S potential during staff assistance or other yis- 
its. One transpol.tation officer mentioned having discussed the program 
with MThlC’ personnel, and mc~thw asked if RlThIC had a brochure describ- 
ing the program. 

MTMC’s FINS Data Base 
Do@ Not Identify All GT 
Shi~pments 

\Vc believe that hlTM should be able to readil), identifbr shippers that are 
actually using the G’I’ program b)’ analyzing t.he FINS data base. Hy elimi- 
nating shipments sent by GT carrier, hl’rhlc could concentrate on identify- 
ing shipment patterns that indicate that GT negotiations would be 
beneficial. Early in our survey. Eve requested that hl’rhu.’ pro\,ide us with b 

G’I’ shipment data for highway (truck) shipments to assist us in identify- 
ing installations that were actually using GT. Review of the shipments 
listing pro\Tided b3’ hlThlC for a &month period showed that most ship- 
ments originated from the eastern states and that at least one installa- 
tion that said it ships most of its cargo by GT carrier. the Defense Depot 
at Tracy, had not been included. hl’l’hlC officials were unable to explain 
why. At our exit conference. hlThlC officials said that they no\\’ ha\‘e a 
special identifying code in FINS to identify G’I’ shipments. 

11’~ bclieLVe that hlThIC’ could use the FINS data base to identify potential 
cxndidatcs t’ol- transportation saLrings by anal~~zing shipment \~olunws 
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Appendix I 
Savings Can Bc Achieved by Expandhg 
IWl’MC’s Guaranteed Traffic Program 

by destination. hlThlC now looks to the installations for cl’ requests. How- 
ever. MTMC could advise the services of potential GT salrings by screening 
the FINS data base itself and advising the services when GT negotiations 
should be considered. 

MTMC Maintains It Needs At the beginning of our re\view. hlThlC officials told us that they had a 
Additional Resources to backlog of requests for GT routes. mostly from the Na\,y. The GT negotia- 

Expand the Program tion process, which must follow each request. can be lengthy. It took 
about a year from the time New Climber-land made its request for (;I’ 
until negotiations were completed and New Cumberland could begin 
using CT for its LTL shipments. Since hlThlC headquarters manages and 
operates the GT program, its two area offices have little or no role in the 
program. At the time of our review, hl’rrw’s negotiations division had 6% 
people but was being reviewed for potential staff cuts. 

MTMC officials told us that-to identify new opportunities for the GI’ pro- 
gram and eliminate the backlog-they needed additional staff in their 
negotiations division. In December 1986. they said that they needed 11 
new traffic management specialists to handle the backlog of 20 GT nego- 
tiations. They said that. to assist an economist they now have on board, 
t,hey also needed an operations research analyst to identify installations 
inhere hlThlC should be negotiating GT, a cost analyst to evaluate carrier 
rate submissions, and a financial analyst to study the long-term finan- 
cial impact of CT on carriers. hlThlC officials estimate that the new staff 
resources would let them reach 75 percent of their GT saiFings goal in 3 
years. Also, they said that the operations research analyst and econo- 
mist could be used to study the feasibility of negotiating LTL shipments 
regionally rather than installation by installation, as is done noir’. 

Recently, hlThlC’s negotiations division informed us that they had 
obtained the personnel but that hITh1C management had reassigned them 
to its Strategic Analytical Group, which will serl’e all of hlThlC’s analJ,ti- 
cal needs. They told us tllat, even so, the primary emphasis of the new 
staff, at least initially, will be to work on the GT program. In addition, 
t,hey haxre obtained some additional personnel in the negotiations divi- 
sion to process the backlog but may need e\‘en more personnel in the 
future as the GT program expands. They also said that headquarters is 
considering involving the hlTMC Eastern and IVestern Areas in the pro- 
gram to monitor carrier performance and implement new GT awards. 
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Appendix I 
Savtn@ CM Be Achieved by Expanding 
MTMC’e Guaranteed Traffic Program 

Service Headquarters MTMC officials attributed the extensive use of the GT program by DIA 

Could Do More to Promote depots to the emphasis DLA headquarters has placed on the program. 

the GT Program DL4 has directed all six of its defense depots to use CT for outbound air, 
TL. and LTL traffic. 

Transportation officials at Army and Air Force headquarters told us 
that they leave the decision of whether to use GT up to each installation. 
Consequently. installation shippers in these semices have not been as 
active in using the program as DW, although they ship just as high or 
even higher tonnages to many of the same states, often using the same 
carriers as DL4. 

We believe that, by promoting the GT program, the militav services 
could assist MTMC in reducing costs. Of course, expansion of the program 
is contingent on the availability of adequate resources at hl~hic. 

In March 1987, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (Production and 
Logistics) encouraged the services to examine their freight transporta- 
tion requirements for GT potential. Further, it asked them to work 
closely with MTMC to ensure that DOD realizes the full benefits of the GT 
program. 
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Objective, Scope, and Methodology 

During our survey of cost-saving opportunities in military transporta- 
tion, we learned that DLA’S Defense Depot in Tracy, C,alifornia, was using 
MTMC'S GT program exqensively for surface shipments within CONIK 

while nearby Sharpe Army Depot was not. Our preliminary analysis 
indicat,ed that Sharpe could realize significant transportation savings by 
using GT on its CONLIS routes. The objective of this review was to deter- 
mine the potential for further cost savings if Sharpe and other installa- 
tions were to use negotiated GT rates for CONLIS TL and I.TL shipments. Out 
review covered interstate shipments of Freight-All-Kinds (commodity 
code 999912) in DOD. This is the commodity code DL4 uses in the GT 
program. 

Our review, which was conducted from October 1986 through *June 
1987, was performed in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. However, we did not review MTMC'S internal con- 
trols. We did work at the Military Traffic Management Command, pri- 
marily at headquarters. We also visited eight military installations: 
three DW depots (Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania; Ogden, [-Itah; and 
Tracy, California); four Army depots (New Cumberland Army Depot, 
Pennsylvania; Letterkenny Army Depot, Pennsylvania; Tooele Arm) 
Depot, Utah; and Sharpe Army Depot, California); and one Air Force 
base (Hill Air Force Base, Irtah). We also visited headquarters activities 
of DIA, the Air Force, and the Army Materiel Command. 

To determine which installations had sufficient shipment volumes to 
warrant negotiations with carriers for the CT program, MThIC' screened its 
FINS data base for a l-year period (July 1985 through June 1986). This 
screening identified 60 DOD installations within CONLE that had sufficient 
shipment VO~WYWS to meet MTMC’S criteria for GT for LTL, TI., or both types 

of shipments. Forty-four installations had sufficient volumes of I.TL ship- 
ments, and 33 installations had sufficient volumes of TL shipments to 

b 

meet LITMC'S criteria. Thirty-six of these installations with LTI. ShipmentS 
and 12 with TL shipments were not using GT. 

From the 60 installations, we selected 5 that were located relatively near 
3 cu installations that were using GT. New Cumberland Army Depot, 
which was using CT for TL shipments at the time of our re\Tiew, began 
using GT for LTL shipments in April 1987. The other four installations 
were not using CT for eit,her LTL or TL shipments. 

hlThK' provided us with FINS shipment data for each of the eight installa- 
tions. b’ith computer assistance, we screened these data bases for 
Mechanicsburg, New Cumberland, Letterkenny. Tracy. and Sharpe to 
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Appendix U 
Objective, Scope, and Methodology 

include only Freight-All-Kinds shipments that were (1) shipped inter- 
state via surface commercial carrier and (2) did not inlrolve additional 
charges for protective services. We further screened the shipment data 
bases to categorize shipments as either LTL (less than 10,000 pounds) 01 
TL (greater than 10,000 pounds) at all locations except Tracy and 
Sharpe. At these two locations we used 25.000 pounds as the break 
point for LTL and TL shipments, since this is the basis upon which 
Tracy’s GT rates were negotiated. 

For Ogden, Hill Air Force Base, and Tooele Army Depot, MT~IC also pro- 
aided paid shipment data for January through December 1986. We 
screened it as we screened data for the other installations, including 
only LTL shipments sent after July 14, 1986, and TL shipments sent after 
February 17, 1986. since these were the dates when GT rates first 
became effective at Ogden. 

For the non-DL\ installations, we estimated the savings that would have 
accrued if they had negotiated transportation rates comparable to those 
negotiated for the DW installations. We computed the transportation 
charges from origin to the destination state rather than to a specific 
location within the destination state. MTe also used alrerages of the dis- 
tance rates by weight category to compute estimated CT transportation 
charges for each shipment. N’e estimated the savings by comparing 
actual charges to estimated GT charges based on the shipment weight 
and DW installation GT rate that was effective on the date each of the 
installation’s shipments was shipped. 

We tested the accuracy of the hlThlC' data by comparing selected data 
elements from the FINS data base with actual GBL data. We also tested the 
validity of our computations by comparing actual shipment charges to 
estimated charges based on the GT rates at the DL.L\ installations. 

b 
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